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1. INTRODUCTION 

The system of use of plants for food and drug dates back to the early man on earth (1). The use of natural 
products with medicinal properties for chronic and acute diseases is as old as human existence (2) long 

ago, animal products, plant and mineral are the main sources of medicine (3), (4).About 40% of the 
population of the technologically and economically advanced countries like the U.S.A, U.K, still makes 
use of alternative remedies, including herbal medicine for disease prevention and cure (5). In addition, 
compounds Plant based medicine has over time become man’s prime therapeutic weapon and still is as 
seen in its continued use in treatment of diseases up till today (6). All over the world, humans have used 

a variety of numbers of native plants in the cure of diseases since prehistoric times (7, 8). There is hardly 
any person who does not take herbal remedy daily in one form or the other. This is true as reports by 
(9) revealed, in anyone who eats vegetables, takes medicinal herbs, be it lettuce and spinach in 
Sumerians who described well established medicinal plants as laurel caraway and thyme. Also the 
Chinese herbal book dating from about 2,700 BC listed medicinal plants and their uses (10).Many 

cultures have used different types of plants or materials derived from them in preventing and treating 
diseases through history (11).Its efficacy is justified by its continued use. It is for the development of 
modem chemistry that has led to the discovery and identification of the materials in plants that serves 
as drugs or basic material for the synthesis of many important drugs used today. These drugs been 

synthesized from the knowledge acquired from studies of the mechanism of chemicals and their actions 
first separated from herbs. Thus researchers in medicinal herbs have increased in order to ascertain their 
chemical compositions which are medicinally active. Mucuna flagellipes which is commonly called 
cow itch and locally called Ibie. There are abundance of macro elements like calcium magnesium and 
iron (12). The pod hairs have been used in India to treat snakebite (13), while in West Africa; it is the 
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Abstract: Mucuna flagellipes is one of the plants commonly used widely in the South Eastern part of Nigeria 

for the treatment of Anemia. There have never been any record authenticated to the best of my knowledge that 

focus on the effect of Mucuna flagellipes  on visuo-spatial learning & memory, therefore the objective of this 

study was to determine whether Mucuna flagellipes  has effect on the above neurobehavioral parameter, using 

CD-1 as experimental animals. Thirty CD-1 mice were bought and randomly divided into two groups, 

consisting of ten (10) mice. Group 1(control) received normal rat fed whereas group 2(test) received the 

Mucuna diet and clean drinking water for twenty-one days. After this period, they were tested using the Morris 

water maze. The group 2 animals that received the Mucuna flagellipes  showed improved learning and memory 

behavior by a significantly lower swim latency during acquisition training and reversal training (P<0.01) and  

(P<0.05) compared to group 1 (control). Preference to the Northwest and Southeast quadrant was statistically 

higher (P<0.001) compared to group 1.Annulus reversal crossing was also higher (P<0.01) when compared 

to group 1. In visible platform task, the test group was statistically lower (P<0.001) compared to g roup 1. 

Therefore, Mucuna flagellipes  with a fair measure of accuracy improves learning and memory and could be 

used in the management/ treatment of retrograde amnesia. 
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stem that is used for treating of snakebite (14). Their stems have been reported to also improve sexual 
potency (15, 13). Its pods have also been used to deworm patients (16). The modus operandi of the pod 
hair is mechanical, thus when mixed with substances like honey, pierces the bodies of the intestinal 

worms, twisting such that catharsis will push them out. Although it is seen to have little effect on tape 
worms (17, 18).The leaves supply a proteinous fodder for livestock’s while the nodules play an 
important role in nitrogen fixation in the soil (19., 20, 21). The stem is also used for tying seeds in the 
bam and yield black dye. The use of Mucuna flagellipes in recent time has been on the increase as a 

result of its speculated therapeutic effect mostly on the protein level of the body (22). And owing to the 
fact that there are no detailed reports on Mucuna flagellipes or from the best of my knowledge any study 
or report on its effect on learning and memory, this work is therefore intended to determine the effects 
of this herb on the learning behavior and memory of Swiss white mice.  

1.1. Animal Care 

A total of twenty healthy CD-1 mice weighing 20-22grams were used for the study and the mice were 
bought from the Department of Pharmacology of Michael Okpara university of Agriculture, Umudike 
Nigeria. The mice were kept in a clean and well ventilated compartment and fed with normal rodent fed 
and allowed access to water ad libitum for fourteen days to allow acclimatization before the 
commencement of the experiment.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

Dried pulverized Mucuna flagellipes was mixed with the rodent chew at a proportion of 30grams of the 
powdered leave and 70grams of the rodent chew. The Swiss mice were divided into two groups, namely: 
Group 1 and Group2. The group 1 was the control which received 50grams of rodent chew and 60ml of 

water daily while the group2 was the test group that received 50grams of the mixed leave and rodent 
chew, with 60ml of water daily. Analysis of the phytochemical composition of the leaves of Mucuna 
flagellipes was done following the methods outlined by Trease and Evans (23) for the presence of 
Alkaloid, saponins, glycoside, carbohydrates, flavonoids, tannis, and protein. 

2.1. Ethical Approval 

The principle of Laboratory animal care was followed. All animals have been examined and approved 
by the appropriate ethics committee. 

2.2. Procedure 

During the acquisition training, the water was adjusted appropriately such that the platform was placed 
in the center of the northeast quadrant. Each animal received 4 trials of 60 seconds (max) per day. The 

starting position was predetermined, which prevented 2 trials from being repeated by the same animals 
during other days. Start positions were located at the boundaries of each quadrant. Each mouse was 
removed from its holding using a small, clean 70cl plastic container to minimize stress. 

The animal was placed into the water at the appropriate start position, facing the center of the pool. The 

mouse was then permitted to explore the pool and to search for hidden escape for 60 seconds. When the 
animal located the platform the timer was stopped and the animal was removed from the plastic 
container and placed into the holding cage. Once in the platform the mouse was permitted to visually 
explore their surrounding for 20 seconds at which point, they were picked up and placed on their 
appropriate holding cage. The next mouse was then placed in the pool and same procedure was repeated. 

Each mouse completed 4trials per day over 3days. This amounted for 12 trials for acquisition training.  

Reversal training period began on the 4th day. The invisible platform was moved to the opposite 
quadrant (Southwest) and mice were again assigned to appropriate start position. The same procedures 
as in acquisition training were carried out during the reversal training. Each of the animals completed 4 

trials per day for 3 days for a total of 12 trials for reversal training. 

A probe trial was conducted at day 7. At this time, there was no escape platform in the maze. Each 
animal completed one trial of 60 seconds. Each animal was placed in the maze from one of the four 
possible positions and allowed to explore the pool. The duration in each quadrant and the frequency of 
entry form the northeast and southwest quadrants was noted. 
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The visible platform task was conducted on day 8. The visible platform was placed in the Southwest 
quadrant of the pool. The same procedure as in acquisition training and reversal training was carried 

out and mice completed 4 trials. 

2.3. Behavior Scored 

The behaviors scored during the Morris water maze were in acquisition training and reversal, visible 

platform test. These include: 

Swim latency (time taken to locate and mount the platform) 

Whereas during the probe trial, the duration in each quadrant were recorded (NE, SE, NW, and SW) 

including the annulus acquisition crossing (i.e. the number of times the mouse crosses the location of 
the platform during acquisition training) and annulus reversal crossing (i.e. the number of times the 

mouse crosses the location of the platform during reversal training). 

2.4. Statistical Analysis 

The values were expressed as mean and ±SEM (standard error of mean). Hypothesis testing method 

includes one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by post hoc performed with least significant 
difference (LSD) dunnett. P.value of less than 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance 
and 0.001 as highly significant respectively. 

3. RESULTS  

3.1. Behaviours Scored in the Morris Water Maze 

3.1.1. Acquisition Training 

On day 1, the swim latencies obtained showed that mice, fed with control and Ibie leave diets, scored 
163.75 ±16.31 and 110.75±14.20 seconds respectively. In day 2, the swim latencies were 73.50±6.50 
and 56.00± 3.34 seconds for mice fed with control and Ibie leave diets. For day 3 of the acquisition 

training, the swim latencies were 92.25 ±13.57 and 60.00 ± 2.70 seconds for mice fed with control 
cooked and Ibie leave diet. The swim latencies for the Ibie leave group was significantly lower 

compared to the control group during the 3 days of training. This is as shown in figure.1 

3.1.2. Reversal Training 

On day 1, of the reversed training, the swimming latency for mice fed with control and Ibie leave diet 

were 99.75 ± 4.76 and 50.75±13.75 seconds respectively. During the second day of reversal training, 
the swimming latency was 56.25 ± 8.36 and 26.50 ± 3.22 seconds for mice fed control and Ibie diet. 
For day three (3) of the reversal training, the swimming latency was 53.75 ± 6.53 and 35.50 ± 3.61 

seconds for mice fed with control and Ibie leave diet.The swim latencies for the lbie leave group was 
significantly lower during the reversal training (figure 2) compared to the control (P<0.01).However, 
the Ibie leave group was also significantly shorter (P<0.05) compared to control group. 

3.1.3. Retention Quadrant 

Figure 3, compares the quadrant duration during the probe trial in the Morris water maze between the 
two experimental groups of mice which were, 12.90± 0.17 and 28.52± 2.63. The duration of stay in 

each quadrant is shown in figure 4.1.3. During the trial, the two groups had more preference to the 
North-west and South-East quadrant (that bears the platform during the reversal training when 

compared to control).The preference to the NW and SE quadrant for the mice fed with Ibie diets was 
significantly higher (P<0.001) compared to control. 

3.1.4.  Annulus Acquisition & Annulus Reversal Crossings 

Figure 4, compares the annulus acquisition and reversal crossings during the probe trial task. The values 
for the annulus acquisition crossings are 23.75 ± 3.35 and 51.66 ± 12.57   seconds for mice fed with 
control and Ibie diet respectively. The values for the annulus reversal crossings are 20.75 ± 0.85 and 

35.00 ± 4.26 seconds for mice fed control and Ibie diet. There was no significant difference among the 
groups in the annulus acquisition crossings. For the annulus reversal crossings, as shown in figure 4, 
the Ibie leave group was significantly higher compared to control (P<0.01). 
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3.1.5.  Visible Platform Task  

The swimming latency in the visible platform task was 56.25 ± 2.39 and 32.00 ± 2.85 seconds for mice 
fed with control and diet. During visible platform task, the swim latencies of the Ibie group was 
significantly lower (P<0.001) compared to control. Figure 5. 

 

Fig1. Swimming Latency during the acqusition training among the different experimental groups recorded at day 

1, day 2, and day 3, in in morris water maze training tes . Values are expressed as mean ± SEM, n = 9;   

*p<0.05 vs control 

 

Fig2. Swimming Latency during the reversal training among the different experimental groups recorded at day 

4, day 5 and day 6, in morris water maze training test. Values are expressed as mean ± SEM, n = 9;  

**p< 0.01 vs control,   

*p<0.05 vs control 

 

Fig3. Retention Quadrant during the Probe Trails recorded at day 7 among the North west and south east in the 

different experiment groups during the Morris water test. Values are expressed as meam ± SEM, n= 9; 

*** p<0.001 vs control 
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Fig4. Annulus Acquisition and reversal recorded at day 7 among the different experimental group during the 

Morris water maze test. Value are expressed as mean ± SEM, n = 9;   

**p<0.01 vs control 

 

Fig5. Visible platform among the different experimental groups recorded at day 8 in the Morris water test. Values 

are expressed as meam ± SEM, n= 9;  

***p<0.001 vs control 

4. DISCUSSION 

Morris water maze was employed as a behavioral model for evaluation of learning and memory in mice. 
This model is widely employed for assessing the effect of drugs on learning and memory (24). The 
results showed that increase in swim latency during acquisition training period as shown in fig 1 shows 
that the Ibie leave fed mice which were the test group, learnt faster mounting the escape platform as 
compared to the group not fed with Ibie leave (control).Similarly, in the reversal training, the test 
animals takes less time in locating the escape platform compared to the control. The experimental 
animals had more preference in the Northwest and Southeast (NW and SE) in the retention quadrant 
during the probe trial. Thus indicating that these treated animals remembered the position of the escape 
platform located in the NW and SE quadrant compared to the control group, thus increasing their 
frequency to these quadrants for escape as compared to the control. The result justifies that their memory 
were improved as compared to control group that had lesser preference to the retention quadrants. In 
the visible platform task, the test animals still showed shorter swim latency compared to their control 
group, suggesting that they have better memory. It has been reported that flavonoids have effect on 
memory and cognition. Although many studies in the field have been performed with flavonoid-rich 
foods, both these studies and studies with isolated flavonoids have potential to activate synaptic 
signaling and ability to improve cerebrovascular blood flow thus improve memory (25). Studies with 
fruit supplements indicate that flaanols, tlavanones and anthocyanidins which are derivatives of 
flavonoid have the capacity to improve memory (26). 

Emerging evidence suggests that dietary-derived flavonoids have the potential to improve human 
memory and neuro-cognitive performance via their ability to protect vulnerable neurons, enhance 
existing neuronal function and stimulate neuronal regeneration (Jeremy P.E.Spencer 2008).Therefore, 
flavonoid which is one of the major constituent of the Ibie leave may be responsible for the learning 
and memory enhancing activity exhibited by the experimental animal (mice).  
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5. CONCLUSION 

The Ibie leave (Mucuna flagellipes) have been proven to have learning and memory enhancing effect. 
Therefore, the Ibie leave can be recommended for its good therapeutic efficacy for improving learning 
and memory, if it is extrapolated to humans. 
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